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Dear Club Member & Family

The UK Government is continually updating their plan into the steps they will take to
gradually lift the lockdown restrictions put in place to limit the spread of coronavirus
(COVID-19). We understand and acknowledge there will be minor differences across
activities, however what is clear at this time is there is no change for our sport, our
club must remain closed at this time to keep our members and their families safe.

While we are all keen to get back to the sport we love, it is clear this is just one stage
in a long journey. Our Club volunteer personnel are using the advice from
government and our national governing body (British Gymnastics) to map out the
strategy required when restrictions are lifted.

We must be patient. Safety and safeguarding are paramount. At this time, we must
take this opportunity to say a big, big, big, huge thank you to all who have continued
to support the club both financially by continuing to pay their fees and also those who
have issued there kind appreciation and support via social media. This support is
not only helping to secure the clubs future for your child/children when we reopen but
also take a weight off those volunteers who are trying hard to do the same. Please
note, we appreciate not all can do this at this time, but that is why Lincoln Gym Club
has always, and will always, be a family community to support each other.

As a club, we are attempting to come up with novel and interesting ways to try and
interact with our members both young and older. We continue to stay in touch with
members through creating Club activity videos which can be found on our website to
include endorsed activities to keep gymnasts fit, healthy and engaged in the safety of
their home, produced by British Gymnastics. Any feedback on these is gratefully
received, and sessions will be added as soon as possible.
To sum up, there remains no clear indication when indoor sports clubs and centres
may be able to operate again, however we prepare for that time to welcome you
back in whatever form it allows.
In the meantime, we will continue to communicate as information becomes available
and things progress for the club.
Remember, if you have any questions, concerns or just want to let us know how you
get on with one of our activity videos. You can visit our
website http://www.lincolngymnastics.club or contact us via email at
info@lincolngymnastics.club.
Please take care of yourselves and your families and know we are missing you all.
Kind regards,
Lincoln Gymnastics Club Directors, Committee and Coaching Team

